WATU is a focus-driven, customer-centric company that believes everyone deserves the
opportunity to be an entrepreneur and achieve their ambitious goals in life.
As Africa’s fastest growing Asset Finance Company, we see the continent’s bright and
prosperous future and want to be part of making it a reality.
Our vision is to provide asset financing for motorcycles and three-wheelers to those who
understand when provided with the right tools that can fulfill their dreams and the needs of their
families and community.
We Empower Entrepreneurs by providing the means needed to move and improve lives.

1.

Position: Data Analyst, based in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Our business is growing rapidly, and with more than 7,000 customers in Tanzania, we are looking
for enthusiastic Data analysts (1) in Dar es Salaam. We are looking for doers who are ready to roll
up their sleeves and with their hard work and dedication create the impact needed in our
communities.
Do you want to become a part of our ambitious and creative team of smart individuals and
make a difference and you have what it takes? Then read on and apply for this exciting
opportunity!
As a data analyst, you will be responsible for collecting, analyzing, and evaluating data with a
data driven mindset, to ensure smooth operations and company success.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:





Evaluating business processes, anticipating requirements, uncovering areas for
improvement, and developing and implementing solutions.
Assisting on evaluation of KPI’s with the operations control manager
Staying up-to-date on the latest process and IT advancements to automate and
modernize systems.
Performing requirements analysis.









Effectively communicating your insights and plans to cross-functional team members
and management.
Working closely with senior managerial team and business heads to structure,
streamline and ensure synergy across various business functions
Ensuring solutions meet business needs and requirements.
Updating, implementing, and maintaining procedures.
Monitoring deliverables and ensuring timely completion of projects.
Preparing and updating tools for reporting on various business operation functions
Perform daily analysis to predict potential company operation setbacks and areas for
improvement

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED;








Bachelor’s degree in banking and Finance or Business Administration; or Bachelor’s plus
2 additional years of experience in a financial institution; IT skills is an added advantage
Excellent organizational, communication, documentation and project management
skills;
Proven experience in the design and testing of controls;
Collaboration across differing teams, agendas and perspectives and rationalizing those
differing inputs will be required;
Ability to engage in abstract thinking and design thinking is an advantage;
Fluency in English is essential
Proficient in Microsoft Office suite and Google suite programs

WHAT WE OFFER:
●
Be a part of an international, dynamic and driven team that has set their aspirations
high and work hard to achieve those
●

Opportunities to learn and grow together with us

●

Competitive compensation package

●

Health benefits

Do you see yourself being part of the WATU team? Then please apply with your CV and a cover
letter, we are looking forward to working with you

APPLY HERE

2.

Position: Network Administrator - Dar es Salaam

Job Purpose
As a Network Administrator you will be responsible for supporting operations in the head office
and branches within the framework and policies of the IT department. The Network
Administrator’s position is to work with escalated infrastructure and networking tickets and
solution requests that need attention, as well as to maintain system administration, network
infrastructure maintenance and set up scopes. This role is critical as this individual directly
affects the capabilities of smooth and continuous business operations.
Responsibilities and Duties;
1. Responsible for support and maintenance of company computer systems.
Troubleshooting problems, configuring hardware and software, implementing and
adapting new tools and setups.
2. Implementation and maintenance of the network infrastructure and administration
of the environment - such as routers, switches, firewalls and others.
3. Completing system installs and upgrades. Installing new systems and implementing
upgrades as needed. Conducting consistent analyses of a company’s computer systems
to determine if existing components meet the company’s needs and perform upgrades
or updates as needed.
4. Technical support and maintenance of the office equipment - such as printers, scanners,
and peripherals.
5. Support and maintenance of the local call centre system infrastructure, integration and
troubleshooting in the company’s call centre system solution.
6. Adjusting and setting up ICT policies and procedures for the company and departments.
7. Implementation and maintenance of the network infrastructure and endpoint safety.
8. Performing regular network and infrastructure reviews and assessments.
9. Performing regular evaluations and reviews of the infrastructure administration and
user rights, performance tests.
10. Work closely with management in relevant IT project management - budgeting,
pipelining, distribution of tasks, team alignment, follow ups and reports.
11. Investigation and implementation of new tools and systems according to department
and process needs.
12. Preparation and reporting infrastructure and network data analysis and incident
reports.
13. Working hand in hand with the Head of IT, IT department and other involved
departments as well as third parties in order to reach the set objectives.
Qualifications
Education level:



Diploma in IT or relevant field

Experience:


Minimum of 3 years of experience in IT



Minimum of 1 year of experience in a similar role of system or network administrator or
engineer
Technical skills:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Knowledge of hardware maintenance and troubleshooting technical and MS issues
Hands on experience with network infrastructure and configurations, ability to
troubleshoot and perform maintenance.
Excellent skills with network cabling and assembly and set up of key network and
infrastructure elements (server rack, Routers, APs, Switches, patch panels etc.)
Extended knowledge in one of the networking technology manufacturers products
(Mikrotik, Ubiquiti, Cisco etc.)
Proficiency with Google products (Sheets, Docs, Slides, Drive), ability to use those tools
for analytics and optimization of tasks and processes.
Experience and skills with Active Directory, MS Server, Linux server, VM setups and
administration
Ability to set up and use advanced network monitoring tools (Wireshark, Zabbix,
Grafana etc.)
Understanding of methodology of IT standards and Network/data safety
Experience with project management tools, such as Jira, Gitlab, Spiceworks and others
will be considered as an advantage.

j. Behavioural skills:
11. Excellent communication skills – speech, presentation and written communication.
12. High attention to detail and internal quality control, good organisational skills.
13. Strong interpersonal skills and ability to work harmoniously in an organisation with
diverse business operations.
14. Ability to analyse data and use it effectively in order to make constructive decisions and
reach set objectives.

APPLY HERE

